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• Is it possible to discern what makes states stable and 
prosperous?

• My research has shown that strong cultures of public 
finance and transparency based on accrual accounting 

and good balance sheets are key elements for healthy 
states.

• How does such a culture work?

• History provides some answers.



• My research focuses on the role of accounting and auditing in 
state-building.



Fra Luca Pacioli,
Treatise on Arithmetic, Geometry and Proportion

1st edition 1494

2nd ed. 1523



Cosimo de’ Medici, 1389-1464



Philip II of Spain,
Ruled 1554-1598



Simon Stevin, 1548-1620



Jean-Baptiste Colbert,
In power 1661-1683



Louis XIV’s Golden Accountbooks
1661-83





•Is there a recipe for good government?

•What role does public finance play in 
democracy and a stable state?

•What is the role of auditing and balance 
sheets?



• A public, proto-democratic audit culture had existed in Europe 
since the 16th century, esp. in parliamentary England.  

• Attempts to create European state balance sheets and audits in 
1720.

• However, the key moment in democratic transparency 
and auditing culture came in France in 1781 and during 

the French Revolution, beginning in 1789.

• It was fueled by wealth inequality and the challenges of national 
debt



In my new book I show that war between France and England was 
the motor behind much modern economic  philosophy

Le 6 septembre, 2022



War of Spanish Succession
1701-1714



• 1600s

• Anglo-French War (1689–1697) – part of the Nine Years' War and 
its peripheral conflicts

• 1700s

• Anglo-French War (1702–1713) – part of the War of the Spanish 
Succession and its peripheral conflicts

• Anglo-French War (1744–1748) – part of the War of the Austrian 
Succession and its peripheral conflicts

• Anglo-French War (1746–1763) – also known as the Carnatic Wars

• Anglo-French War (1756–1763) – part of the Seven Years' War and 
its peripheral conflicts

• Anglo-French War (1778–1783) – part of the American 
Revolutionary War and its peripheral conflicts

• Anglo-French War (1793–1802) – part of the French Revolutionary 
Wars and their peripheral conflicts

Endless War, Endless Debt
Financial Political Challenges: The Rise of Accrual Public Finance

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nine_Years%27_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_of_the_Spanish_Succession
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_of_the_Austrian_Succession
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnatic_Wars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_Years%27_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglo-French_War_(1778%E2%80%931783)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Revolutionary_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Revolutionary_Wars


• Public debt as a problem emerged in Anglo-French Wars 
which ran continuously from the  1690s to 1715

• In France, the taxation necessary to maintain the debt (along 
with war) brought misery to the population.



Without any serious management method of public debt, and 
few accountants and auditors in the government, France 

experienced economic a decade of economic chaos and struggle.



• Jacques Necker and the Invention of the modern language of 
the public audit, political virtue, and accountability

• The problem of public audits and the challenge of 
transparency



Jacques Necker
1732-1804



Jacques Necker, Compte Rendu
1781



Page de titre du Compte rendu



Necker comme “prudent,” le nouveau Colbert



Le bilan du Compte rendu



Moment of modernity



Theoretical Concept:

A good state defined via a surplus or

balanced books



Concept théorique:

Le virtu politique est defini par les surplus budgetaire
et par les livres équilibrés

NECKER EST INNOVATEUR

Un langage romain du republicanism traduit pour un age 
commercial



A genre is born…



The problem with public balance sheet discussions:
Interpretation, political manipulation, confusion.









Necker comme “Monsieur Déficit”

NEW

LANGUAGE





Article XV - The society has the right of requesting account from any public 

agent of its administration.

Accountability as a 
human right?



• Article 1, Section 9

• No Money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in 
Consequence of Appropriations made by Law; and a regular 
Statement and Account of Receipts and Expenditures of all 
public Money shall be published from time to time.

US Constitution



• Le bilan comme util de communication politique

• Les racines de la Révolution Française



Le début de la Révolution
Necker viré le 11 juillet, 1789: Le 14 suit….















Robert Morris: premier
Compte rendu américain, 1781

Emulation of the 

Compte rendu



• How do we address this question today?



• Message central

• La bonne gestion des utils de la comptabilité



• What is the role of accounting and audits in today’s politics?

• How do we manage a democratic state?

• What are the politics of this management and the challenges of 
public balance sheets today?



La crise de la dette greque







All the stakeholders in the Greek Debt Crisis at USC
Leading to the successful reform of Greek internal reporting



Travaillant avec
Prime Minister Tsipras et la Chambre des Comptes greque



With Kyriakos Mitsotakis, Current Prime Minister



With my dear friend Christos Staikouras
who has bravely continued the reforms.



Addressing the Hellenic Parliament on Accounting History 
and Reform



It worked in Greece
February 14, 2022



• Accounting standards and auditing reforms must continue

• Strategies of communicating the importance and successes of 
these reforms must be developed.



• How do we confront constant crisis and war?

• By the good management of our common resources and the 
common market and cultural sphere. 

• This is why accounting and auditing are more important to 
democracy than ever.



You can read more about this in my new book

Le 6 septembre, 2022



• MERCI


